Necessity of bunch compression for heavy-ion-induced hydrodynamics and studies of beam fragmentation in solid targets at a proposed synchrotron facility.
This paper presents two-dimensional numerical simulations of hydrodynamic response of a solid lead cylindrical target that is irradiated by an intense uranium beam having a particle energy of 1 GeV/u and that consists of 10(12) particles. Different time profiles have been considered for the beam power that include a case where the beam consists of five identical parabolic bunches with equal separation between neighboring bunches as well as a beam that consists of a single bunch. For the single bunch case we consider two different values for pulse length, namely, 1000 and 50 ns, respectively. Moreover we allow for two different values for the beam radius that is 0.5 and 1.0 mm, respectively. These calculations show that in order to achieve a high degree of beam-target coupling, it is absolutely essential to use a single bunched beam that has a reasonably short pulse length, which is 50 ns in this case. Such a large beam-target coupling efficiency is highly desirable for creating high-density strongly coupled plasmas as well as for studies that involve fragmentation of the projectile ions as the beam passes through solid matter. If the pulse length is assumed to be too long, substantial hydrodynamic expansion of the target material occurs during the early stages of irradiation that leads to significant reduction in the energy deposition by the ions that are delivered in the later part of the pulse. In case of the five-bunch configuration, heating caused by the first bunch is so strong that the target is completely distorted. As a result, the ions that are delivered in the later four bunches pass through the target without any interaction.